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Abstract
It is foreseeable that in the few upcoming years, real time traffic information, including road incidents notifications, will be collected
and disseminated by mobile vehicles, thanks to their plethora of embedded sensors. Each vehicle can thus actively participate in
sharing the collected information with the other peers forming an infrastructure-less self-organizing network of vehicles. However,
the fast development of applications in ITS field may result in an excessive load on such a network; therefore an efficient use of
the available bandwidth is highly required. Not only should the size of the data inserted in the network be properly controlled,
but also the extent of each message should be accurately defined. In this paper, we propose a distributed dissemination protocol
for safety messages in urban areas, dubbed ”Road-Casting Protocol (RCP)”, which is based on a novel cooperative forwarding
mechanism. Moreover, an accurate definition of the Region of Interest (RoI) (i.e. the geographical scope) of each broadcasted
safety message is also devised to ensure better control of the network load. We have evaluated the efficiency of the RCP along with
the proposed RoI definition using realistic simulations, based on an accurate propagation loss model for urban vehicular ad hoc
network communications, and the obtained results show a substantial improvement, compared to state of the art schemes, in terms
of enhanced packet delivery ratio up to higher than 95%, lower end-to-end delay and reduced network load.
Keywords: VANETs, Data Dissemination, Broadcasting, Safety Messages, Region of Interest, Urban Areas, Non-Line-of-Sight,
ITS.
1. Introduction
Cities generate an enormous amount of data everyday. The
efficient use of this information promises to revolutionize our
daily lives, thanks to the “Ubiquitous Intelligence”. In fact,
computers, sensors, microchips, digital networks and other
electronic systems will participate in the near future in the
democratization of the ubiquitous computing, that is to say,
the fusion of the virtual and the real worlds to create environments called “Intelligent” which can offer a multitude of
highly available services to their end users. One typical example of these applications is the Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) which main aims are (i) improving safety in transportation (ii) increasing the efficiency of transportation systems
with a more efficient management of the road infrastructure,
and (iii) improving user comfort by providing a multitude of
information services, decision support, guidance, and Internet
access. All this with the objective of integrating the transportation in a sustainable development policy: ranging from reducing greenhouse gas emissions, to optimizing the maintenance
of the road infrastructure. Such applications are made possible
with the emergence of a new type of wireless networks: The
Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks (VANETs).
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The most promising among these applications is safety in
transportation, in which the drivers should be notified early in
advance about potential hazards on the road to ensure faster
reaction to avoid them, leading to time saving with reduced
money and lives losses. According to some studies published in
[1], 60 % of accidents could be avoided if drivers were provided
with a warning half a second before the moment of collision.
However, reaching this objective might not be an easy task to
accomplish. In fact, the critical nature of safety applications
requires that all emergency messages reach their destinations
within a short delay (i.e. short latency), and under high communication reliability conditions compared to other application
classes. Spreading an emergency message in VANETs is a cooperative process between vehicles. If not well designed, this
process also called broadcasting, usually leads to an excessive
load on the shared radio channel, especially in highly dense scenarios where high packets collision and lower reception rates
are most likely to be observed. One additional issue where
broadcasting an emergency message is the narrow communication medium. This latter, located around the frequency band
of 5.9GHz, is expected to carry a large spectrum of growing
mobile distributed applications in the near future. This might
weigh heavily on the limited resource reserved to this end as
more than one vehicle can attempt to access it simultaneously.
The WAVE standard defines five radio channels, each of
which is 10 MHz wide, in Europe for inter-vehicular communications ([25], seven channels in USA [15]); including one control channel (CCH) which is reserved for both periodic beacons
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and the exchange of emergency information. In order to allocate more bandwidth for emergency messages transmissions, a
multitude of solutions have been proposed to control the load of
beacons on the shared CCH, which can mainly fall under one
of the two categories: the first one focuses on reducing their
transmission rates in highly congested scenarios while the second category proposes to adapt the transmission power of the
beacons’ senders. As opposed to these approaches, we focus
on this work on designing a novel technique that fulfils the requirements of safety messages dissemination regardless of the
employed beacon transmission rate and power. Notice that beacons transmission rate and power control is out of the scope of
this work.
One of the main criterion that determine the efficiency of dissemination protocols in VANETs is the appropriate selection of
the next forwarder of an emergency message. In several existing protocols, the decisive element for the next forwarder vehicle selection is the distance: the furthest the receiver is from
the sender, the more chances it gets to be selected as the next
forwarder. This approach reduces the number of intermediate
hops, which consequently lower the end-to-end delay. However, it is well known that the quality of the communication
link drops with longer transmissions, therefore more attention
should be paid to this key parameter in order to reduce the risk
of safety messages corruption. An alternative solution would
be to choose a closer receiver as a next forwarder instead of the
furthest one. In this case, the sender-receiver distance becomes
shorter, requiring the safety message to hop in more intermediate transmitters and resulting in a higher end-to-end delay.
In addition, a single vehicle is usually selected to rebroadcast
the safety message in most of the existing solutions. This will
most probably cause the message to be lost halfway to its destination especially in urban areas where the roads are surrounded
by buildings, shadowing the signals, and therefore considerably
limiting the transmissions behind the buildings and around the
corners.
In this paper, we tackle the problem of safety messages dissemination in Urban Vehicular Networks. To this end, we propose a cross-layer protocol that controls the size, the number of
retransmissions and the extent of each message. Our solution
addresses the problem of the network overload by (i) selecting
a set of forwarders with regard to two parameters: the distance
between the sender and the forwarder, and the link quality including the channel quality, the vehicle mobility and the nonline of sight conditions; and (ii) introducing a novel distributed
way to accurately define the effective Region of Interest (RoI)
of an emergency message based on the connectivity of the road
map graph.
We argue that a precise definition of the RoI for a safety message is very important to limit the unnecessary load on the communication network, as this will only spread the information in
the area where vehicles need it, freeing the channel in the rest
of the areas for other uses. Figure 1 gives a visual representation of the potential gain that can be made when using this
method. Jöchle and al. [2] showed that an effective definition
of the RoI is a tradeoff between the preciseness of the latter and
the size of the emergency message. The proposed Road-Casting

Figure 1: A precise Region of Interest (RoI) of a safety message (in yellow),
destined to all vehicles driving towards the accident location, vs. a circular RoI

Protocol (RCP) enables a more accurate definition of the RoI,
compared to the existing schemes (e.g. the circular RoI), without increasing the size of the safety message. To the best of
our knowledge, we are the first to propose a solution that deals
with the RoI definition issue for safety information in VANETs.
We should mention that this work is a substantial improvement
and extension of our previous work published in [26] as a short
paper.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we give an overview of the most significant related works
and highlight their limitations. Afterwards, we present our solution in details in sections 3 and 4. In section 5, we present and
analyse the obtained simulation results. Finally, the conclusion
and future work are outlined in section 6.
2. Related Work
As pointed out in the previous section, various solutions and
protocols were proposed to reduce the overhead on the communication channel. This is a common problem for all application
classes in VANETs, but we will focus in this work on the safety
applications’ requirements for the shared radio medium. Most
of the literature solutions mainly focus on (i) maximizing the
reception rates and (ii) minimizing the end-to-end delay while
(iii) keeping the channel at an acceptable level of congestion. In
this section, we will explore some of the most important works
that have been proposed to improve the above-cited three elements, and evaluate their feasibility in road safety scenarios.
The most common classification for broadcast protocols [3] divides the literature solutions into:
• Delay based multi hop broadcast
• Probabilistic based multi hop broadcast
• Network coding based multi hop broadcast
In the first category, different waiting delays are assigned
to the receivers before granting them the access to the channel to rebroadcast their packets. Generally, the furthest vehicle
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from the sender is explicitly selected as the next forwarder to
maximize the progress of the packet. Urban Multi-hop Broadcast (UMB) [4] relies on the RTB (Request To Broadcast) and
the CTB (Clear To Broadcast) control messages to address the
black storm and the hidden node problems as the transmitter of
a packet will not start its transmission unless a CTB is received.
First, the sender will broadcast a RTB and the receiving vehicles in its transmission range will start transmitting a jamming
signal called black-burst for a specified period of time. Each
vehicle will calculate this time based on the distance separating
it from the sender. The furthest the node is from the source, the
higher the black-burst period will be. By the end of this period,
a potential forwarder vehicle will listen to the channel again
and will only reply by a CTB if the medium is free. Using
this technique, the furthest receiver vehicle, will be explicitly
picked by the sender as the next forwarder. However, assigning
the longest waiting period (black-burst) to the forwarder vehicle will increase the end-to-end delay, which does not comply
with the safety class of applications’ requirements.
To overcome the limitations of UMB, the Efficient Directional Broadcast (EDB) [5] was proposed. Using this protocol,
the furthest node from the source will be assigned the shortest
waiting period before retransmitting the packet. Furthermore,
the RTB and CTB control packets are removed. When a sender
vehicle broadcasts a packet, the vehicles within its transmission range will calculate a distance-based waiting time. The
furthest vehicle from the sender will be assigned the shortest
waiting time. This helps maximizing the progress of the packet
without compromising the end-to-end delay. In addition, this
protocol makes use of two types of directional antennas for a
road segment transmission and an intersection transmission respectively.
Multi-hop Vehicular Broadcast (MHVB) [6] is a protocol that
deals with the network overload by regulating the transmission
rate based on the traffic congestion level. This protocol also
uses the delay to differentiate the next forwarders, similarly to
EDB, as it assigns the shortest waiting time to the furthest vehicle from the sender. After the waiting time expiration, the next
forwarder vehicle rebroadcasts the safety packet, and any of
its neighbors that hears this duplicate rebroadcast, with regard
to the recently received safety packet, will cancel its packetrebroadcast process. Reliable Method for Disseminating Safety
Information (RMDSI) [7], another delay-based broadcast protocol, deals with the network fragmentation problem by using
the store, carry and forward feature.
The main shortcoming for these solutions is the lack of consideration for the quality of the channel. In fact, receiver vehicles at a long distance from the source might receive a signal,
but no guaranty on the integrity of the received information exists (gray zone problem [13]), as no error detection or correction
mechanism is included in these protocols.
The probabilistic multi hop broadcast approach relies on a
distance proportional probability function that is calculated on
each receiving vehicle. As an example for this category, the
Weighted p-Persistence Protocol [8]. The vehicle receiving a
packet the first time will calculate a probability based on the
distance separating it from the sender, and the vehicle with the

highest probability will be selected as the next forwarder. The
Irresponsible Forwarding (IF) [9] also falls into this category,
as it sets the receiver vehicle to compute a probability based
on the distance between itself and the sender vehicle, but also
based on the density of vehicles in its surroundings.
The main issue about this class of protocols is the partiality of
the probability assignment function as it considers the distance
factor only, for the majority of solutions, and the density of the
vehicles in some specific cases, without taking into account the
quality of the received signal.
The third category, which is the network coding based multi
hop broadcast is the newest amongst all three classes. A good
overview of the network coding approach can be found in [10].
The basic concept around this approach is to reduce the number of packet transmissions by encoding multiple packets into
one preforming a XOR. The receivers will be able to retrieve
the packet intended to them, providing that they previously received all the enclosed messages except the new one.
CODEB (Coding based Broadcast Protocol) [11] is a good
example in this category. This protocol relies on opportunistic
coding and listening approaches where each vehicle is set on a
promiscuous mode and stores as many packets to use them for
decoding the received message. Although, this class promises
to reduce considerably the load on the radio channel, it is not
very clear yet how it can be applied to VANETs, since more
complexity is added when the vehicles do not know explicitly
their neighbours or the exact recipients of their messages. Besides, a sender of a message should select explicitly the next
forwarder; this requires a prior knowledge of the network topology, which is not easy to determine in a highly dynamic network like VANET.
These solutions propose some techniques to address the wireless network overload in vehicular environments; however, they
only got a step closer towards the solution since this problem is
far from being solved. This category of solutions suffers from
the same drawbacks as the two previous classes due to the missing information about the channel and signal quality at the chosen next forwarder’s surrounding. In real life, one of the main
reasons that cause the throughput to drop in a wireless network
is the packet loss. Ignoring key parameters like the signal quality, the channel quality and the vehicular mobility, and focusing only on maximizing the fast progress of the packet in the
network would exacerbate the packet loss rate, and even prolong the time needed to recover from it, increasing, in turn, the
end-to-end delay. This might be acceptable for non-critical information dissemination, but safety applications require higher
delivery ratios mainly because of the critical nature of the information being forwarded.
A few protocols, which assign the waiting delay of a packet
retransmission based on the link quality, have been proposed
recently to overcome these shortcomings. Amongst them, the
Link-based Distributed Multi-hop Broadcast Protocol (LDMB)
[12] which computes the waiting time based on factors such as
traffic density, transmission range and packet transmission rate
in addition to the distance between the sender and the receiver.
Nevertheless, the results of this protocol do not show any significant improvement in terms of packet delivery ratio, than a
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simple distance based protocol. This might look a bit inconsistent, but this is only because of the channel model used to
validate the results. We will describe this more in details in the
following sections.
The weakness of this protocol, in addition to the unconvincing results, lays in its design for a general use. The majority
of protocols we discussed so far were designed to operate with
different classes of applications under different scenarios at the
cost of scarifying some important features, or missing critical
aspects specific to one or another of the application classes.
This is likely to reduce the efficiency and the effectiveness of
the solutions. We argue that data dissemination protocols for
VANETs should be application type-specific as different application classes have different communication requirements.
Some of the recent works have considered the application class
for the design of their protocols. DAZL (Density-Aware ZoneBased Forwarding) [14] and FairAD (Fair and Adaptive Data
Dissemination) [16] are two protocols designed for the delay
tolerant application class. Both protocols succeeded to efficiently use the radio channel in accordance with their application class’ requirements, and that is, maximizing the throughput. The former takes advantage of the vehicle diversity in order
to increase the number of covered vehicles, as opposed to the
latter, which considers the utility function for a message based
on concept of Nash Bargaining from game theory to achieve the
fairness in terms of utility of the message for the receivers.
While some of the solutions have more or less succeeded to
touch the core of the network overload problem for the nonsafety class of applications, no protocols have succeeded to do
so for the safety applications class. In fact, in addition to the
two objectives of decreasing the end-to-end delay and increasing the delivery ratio, dealt with by picking the next forwarder
based on the distance and the connectivity between the sender
and the receiver respectively; we argue that a third missing element, referred to as the geographical scope of a message, plays
a key role in reducing the network overload problem for safety
information.
The current trend in safety related dissemination protocols is
to forward the safety message as far as possible to reach the
maximum number of vehicles and provide them with the information about the incident, whether they need it or not. This is
motivated by the fact that if this information is not forwarded
far enough to reach its intended receivers, human lives can be
put in danger. On the other hand, if the information travels
too far, it might reach some areas where no vehicle needs it,
congesting unnecessarily, as a result, the shared communication medium and compromising the safety of other drivers (if
other safety messages are not delivered on time). Besides, most
of the literature works suppose that the Region of Interest (RoI)
is a circular area. It is shown in [2] that this area may vary in
size and shape according to the location on the road network,
but no specifications were found in the literature about how the
RoI is defined, not even the way the radius of a circular interest
region area is calculated.
The Road-Casting Protocol (RCP) helps bridging this gap allowing to control the extent of each message by defining the
effective RoI in a distributed fashion, based on the nature of the

message and the location of the vehicle on the map; as well as
the size and the number of retransmissions by introducing a forwarding mechanism that considers all the above mentioned parameters (i.e. the distance and the link quality factors) together
with the position of the sender and the receivers with regard to
the road network obstacles (i.e. non-line-of-sight conditions).
All this is preformed using the GPS information only.
Table 1 summarises the literature solutions and compares
them to the RCP according to the following metrics: the
achieved transmission reliability and End-to-End delay, the
generated overhead, their scalability level, and finally whether
they provide a fine grained definition of the RoI or not. Their
performances are represented with (- -) for the poorest performances with regard to the considered metric, and (++) for the
highest.
3. Road-Casting Protocol (RCP) design
The word Road-Casting (RC) stands for Road-topology
based broadcast. As its name indicates, this protocol consists
in sending safety messages to a group of vehicles identified by
the road segment they are currently on.
3.1. Assumptions
In our work, we focus on the dissemination of safety messages in urban areas. The maximum vehicle velocity is set to
50 km/h in city environment, the relative velocity between two
vehicles moving in opposite directions can thus reach up to 100
km/h. We assume that every vehicle is equipped with a navigation system that enables positioning, time synchronization
and road identification. This assumption is valid since most of
current vehicles are already equipped with this kind of systems.
In addition, vehicles are assumed to be equipped with IEEE
802.11p [24] wireless technology and computation capabilities.
3.2. RCP overview
The RCP for the dissemination of safety information is designed to achieve a twofold objective; reducing the risk of accidents and reducing their impact on the level of traffic congestion. Starting with this perspective, we tried to answer the
questions revealed in section 2: (i) How to define the effective
RoI for an emergency message (i.e. control its exact extent in
different directions) while minimizing its size (i.e. limit the
amount of data included in each transmission)? And, (ii) How
to fulfill the requirements related to safety messages dissemination (i.e. short end to end delay, high delivery ratio with a minimum number of retransmissions) while considering relevant
and real world conditions (e.g. grey zones, non line-of-sight
conditions)?
The RCP functioning mode can be summarised in two steps;
first, it defines a distributed high layer sub-protocol to determine the effective RoI for each safety message. Each receiver
of such a message is only aware of the next step to perform.
These receivers decide whether the safety message should be
forwarded or not. This decision is based on the incident and
the receiver’s location with regard to a point called the Critical
4

Table 1: RCP vs. literature solutions: a comparative study
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Junction (CJ). A CJ is a junction beyond which, a vehicle cannot avoid the broken road segment without turning around and
going backwards. Next, the RCP defines a non-deterministic
low layer sub-protocol that is responsible for selecting the next
forwarder. This latter can be any of the receivers in the neighbourhood of the sender. One forwarder is selected to propagate the message on each of the road segments adjacent to the
sender’s current road segment. The selection of the next forwarder is based on two factors: the distance and the link quality. The distance factor considers the position of the receiver
vehicle with regard to those of the sender and the next junction.
The link quality factor takes into account the signal quality, the
channel quality and the packet collision probability.
Figure 2: The set of critical junctions (red ticks) delimitating the zone where
vehicles are already blocked due to an incident

4. RCP operating mode
In this section, we present a detailed description of the RCP
which includes the accurate definition of the RoI for safety messages, and its distributed forwarding mechanism.

speeds or to stop such as the case of an intersection collision warning, where a vehicle approaching an intersection
can broadcast this information to other vehicles around the
corners to request them to slow down or stop, depending
on their positions and speed.

4.1. RoI definition
The main purpose of broadcasting safety messages is to inform the drivers early enough, about potential road hazards in
order to ensure more efficient reactions. The nature of the safety
application can give us a clear idea about how early should the
drivers be informed. In fact, this can vary based on the mobility primitives [17] involved in the expected reaction: change
lane, stop, change speed, and change both route and destination. Based on these mobility primitives, we have defined three
levels for the extent of the emergency message:

• Far: in this third case, the message travels much further
than the two previous cases and traverses several junctions. This level is defined for safety applications involving ”change route” and ”change destination” primitives
such as the case of a post crash warning application, where
a vehicle involved in a crash will broadcast a warning message a few junctions away so that the receiver vehicles
can avoid the road segment where the accident occurred
by picking another route.

• Near: in this first case, the message remains within the
same road segment. This level is defined for applications
that require vehicles to change lanes only such as an emergency vehicle approaching and sending warning messages
to ask the vehicles ahead of it, on the same road segment,
to free an emergency corridor.

Note that for the first two categories (i.e. near and medium
near) the message usually remains within the transmission
range of the origin vehicle (i.e. single-hop broadcast), but since
we are interested in the multi-hop scheme, the question is to
define, for the third category, the number of junctions a message should traverse. To answer this question, we introduce the
concept of the critical junction.
A Critical Junction (CJ) for an incident that occurred on a
road segment A is a junction beyond which vehicles cannot

• Medium near: in this second case, the message goes a little
further (i.e. up to one junction away). This level is defined
for safety applications that require vehicles to change their
5

Algorithm 1 RCP Region of Interest definition
Input:
N E: Next edges set
CE: Edges connected to the current edge
D: Directions (incoming, outgoing, both)
P : Vector of emergency messages to broadcast, indexed
from the highest to the lowest priority
A: Age of the message
Ec: Current edge
Es: Source edge
1: if (current node is the source node) then
2:
for (i = 0; P [i] != end; i++) do
3:
N E ← CE
4:
Es ← Ec
5:
BROADCAST (P [i], Es, N E, D)
6:
end for
7: else
8:
if (A ≤ Amax && Ec in N E) then
9:
Connected ← CONNECTED EDGES (Ec, Es + 1)
10:
if (Connected == true) then
(Eq. 2)
11:
Rmn ← REMAINING DISTANCE ()
12:
end if
13:
for (i = 0; P [i] != end && Rmn != f alse; i++) do
14:
N E ← CE
15:
BROADCAST ((P [i], Ec, N E, D)
16:
end for
17:
end if
18: end if

avoid the portion A of the road (if they are moving in the direction towards the accident) without having to turn around and
go in the opposite direction. They will, therefore, be blocked
till the accident is cleared. Figure 2 is an illustrative example
of a road map portion showing the set of the CJs for a given
incident location. Let us suppose in this example (i.e. Figure
2) that vehicles are heading from west to east. The red ticks
indicate the CJs while the green lines represent the road segments on which, the vehicles can still avoid crossing the broken
road. The segments that are considered as blocked are tagged
with orange lines whilst a thick red line marks the road segment
where the incident occurred. It is clear that if a vehicle, coming
from the west, crosses one of the CJs, there will be no alternative route for it to avoid the blocked road segment without
going backwards. This is likely to have an impact on the overall traffic congestion level and increases its travel time towards
the desired destination.
As pointed out in section 1, allowing the source vehicle to
define the RoI and add it to the safety message is likely to increase the size of this latter as the regions of interest may vary
in shape and size according to the road network topology and
traffic conditions. On the other hand, letting each vehicle to
calculate it independently, based on the GPS information, will
most probably increase the dissemination delay of the safety
message. This is why we chose to design the RCP based on an
algorithm that computes the RoI in a distributed fashion, where
each vehicle takes part in the calculation process by only determining its position with regard to one of the CJs. This, therefore, allows defining an accurate RoI while alleviating the load
on the radio channel.
The distributed algorithm takes into account the direction of
the safety message, the shape of the road network and the priority of the message if two competing safety messages were
received. The Algorithm 1 summarises the functioning of the
RoI definition as designed in RCP.
The above algorithm describes the distributed process of the
RoI definition. BROADCAST () is a function that broadcasts
the emergency message along with the current road segment id
and the ids of its adjacent road segments, and the direction of
the targeted traffic. CONNECTED EDGES () is another function that checks whether a route is available between two road
segments using a modified A* algorithm. Finally, the function
REMAINING DISTANCE () calculates the distance to which,
the emergency message should be further propagated beyond
the current CJ and returns true if the message still needs to be
propagated and false otherwise.
The most important function in this algorithm is CONNECTED EDGES () as it indicates to vehicles whether they
are within the RoI or beyond it. In fact, when a car receives
an emergency message, it runs a road map connectivity check
using a simplified A* algorithm with a limited input. The conventional input for any routing algorithm is a set of nodes which
correspond to junctions in our case, and a set of links between
those nodes which are represented by road segments in a road
map. Running the A* algorithm on the entire city map, at every receiving vehicle can turn up to be very costly in terms of
computational resources and can further increase the delay. To

overcome this issue, we used a simplified A* algorithm, with
a restrained input. Not only, the simplified A* cuts off its execution if a route between the specified source and destination
is found, reducing the cost caused by the callbacks to return the
route as an output since it is not needed in our case, but also,
the input of the algorithm is minimised as the set of junctions
and road segments provided as an input to the A* algorithm is
contained within a virtual circle whose radius is the distance between the source and the destination (the current receiver of the
emergency message and the source vehicle) as shown if Figure
3.
Each receiver of an emergency message, regardless of its direction, route and destination, will check the connectivity of the
road map between its current edge and the road segment right
after the blocked road. In other words, if there is a route allowing it to avoid the broken link, and still reach the following one
while still progressing towards its destination, this means that
the receiver is outside of the RoI and it has to stop propagating
the message beyond a certain extent. On the other hand, if there
are no alternative routes for it to avoid this broken link, this
means that the receiver has already crossed a CJ (i.e. entered
the orange zone shown in Figure 2). In this case, the vehicle
will rebroadcast the message again to vehicles further on the
road and on neighbouring road segments allowing it to reach
the zone outside of the RoI (i.e. still in the green zone as shown
in Figure 2). Once the message has reached a point outside of
6

Figure 3: Road map connectivity check performed by each receiver of an emergency message with a possible alternative route for the blue vehicle to avoid the
broken road segment

a safety message would result in a higher probability of packet
loss (due to the grey zone problem for example) while picking a
closer node would solve this problem, but at the cost of higher
number of retransmissions and consequently a higher end-toend delay, which does not fulfill the requirements of safety applications. One additional problem we identified in most of the
literature solutions is the selection of a single forwarder. As depicted in Figure 4, if the selected next forwarder is on the road
segment B, the message will most probably stop propagating in
road segments A and C, leading to partial notification of the vehicles within the RoI. While designing the RCP, we took care of
considering the previously highlighted problems and overcoming them as follows.

the critical zone, the receivers in this case will calculate how
far yet should this information be forwarded, in order to give
the receiver vehicles sufficient time to react efficiently. This distance is calculated based on the maximum allowed speed on the
current road segment, Safety Messages transmission Frequency
(SMF)(i.e. SMF: the interval between two transmissions of the
same safety message by the source vehicle) and some other parameters like an approximation for the GPS response time and
the driver responsiveness to the received information. This distance is calculated as follows;
Dbeyond = M axspeed (GP SRT + DriverRT +

1
) (1)
SM F

such that GP SRT and DriverRT refer to the response time
of the GPS and the driver, respectively, while SM F is the
safety message frequency. This will determine the exact distance beyond the CJ the safety message should propagate to;
and the receivers, which are far enough to react to the received
information, can take the necessary measures with lesser manoeuvres. But since the receiver will not necessarily be located
exactly on the CJ, the distance left for the message to propagate
from the position of the receiver is calculated as follow:
Dremaining = Dbeyond − Dlastjunct

• Multiple next forwarders: one forwarder is elected on
each road segment where the message should propagate
(to cope with the single re-transmitter problem);
• A vehicle crossing a junction has a higher chance of being
selected as the next forwarder to reach more vehicles on
side roads (to cope with the non-line of sight problem);
• The selection of each next forwarder is a tradeoff between
the distance separating it from the sender, and the link
quality (consideration for the grey zones while keeping a
short end-to-end delay).

(2)

Where Dlastjunct is the distance between the receiver and
the closest CJ to it. This mainly applies in cases where this
remaining distance is higher than the transmission range of the
sender vehicle (i.e. multi-hop retransmission beyond the CJ).

The selection of the next forwarders is performed in a decentralised manner, as each receiver of a safety message calculates
a probability, which will determine its Backoff period (i.e. waiting time before retransmitting the received message). The RCP
Backoff is calculated using the following formula;

4.2. Next forwarders definition

W T = CW × (1 − P ) + δ

On a lower layer, the next forwarder selection is of high importance for the performance of any dissemination protocol. In
fact, selecting the furthest vehicle to the sender to retransmit

(3)

Where W T is the Backoff value, CW is the contention window, P is the calculated probability, and δ is a random value
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A

ack.

Figure 4: Dissemination with a single re-transmitter selection under non-line of
sight conditions

Figure 5: The overhearing based acknowledgment mechanism used by the RCP

Note that in this sub case, the distance to the junction Dj is
a negative value. With this assignment function, the closest vehicle to the junction will be given the highest distance factor.

in microseconds, smaller than one time slot. The vehicle with
the shortest waiting time will forward the message first. If a vehicle overhears the same message before the end of its waiting
time, it will consider it as an acknowledgment for the last message it received and will drop out the retransmission process as
depicted in Figure 5.
Note that in equation (3), the vehicle having the highest probability will be assigned the shortest Backoff period. This retransmission probability is a weighted sum of two parameters:
the Distance factor (D) and the Link Quality factor (LQ). It is
calculated as follows;
P = (1 − ωP )D + ωP LQ

• Case 2: if the next junction is less than R2 meters away
from the sender vehicle, the distance factor is calculated
as follows:
Dr
D=
R
With this assignment function, the furthest vehicle from
the sender is assigned the highest distance factor without
taking into account the distance to the next junction.

(4)

The output of D is a probability which value is included
between 0 and 1 with the lowest value being assigned to the
worse positioned vehicle with regard to the sender and the
junction locations, and the highest to the best positioned one
(i.e. crossing a junction which is far enough from the sender
to allow the emergency message to progress rapidly). We
noticed that the highest densities are usually observed around
junctions, and therefore, a uniform distribution for the Distance
factor with regard to the distance parameter only would not be
very suitable in city scenarios. For this reason, we elevate the
Distance factor value D to the power of n as a way to transform
the uniform distribution to anormal distribution and therefore
take into account the traffic density parameter, as shown in
Figure 6.

Where ωP is a weight between 0.5 and 1. This is to give
more importance to the link quality, since the emergency
messages considered in our study are critical by nature and the
reliability of the transmission is one of our main focuses. D
and LQ factors are described in the following.
The Distance factor (D): is a function of the distance between the sender and the potential next forwarder Dr , the next
junction and the potential next forwarder Dj , and the next junction to the transmission range Drj , as depicted in Figure 7. For
the sake of efficiency we consider the following two cases.
• Case 1: if the next junction is further than R2 meters from
the sender vehicle (R is the estimated transmission range
of the sender vehicle), the closer the vehicle is to the junction, the higher the distance factor assigned to it will be. If
the vehicle is either beyond the next junction or crossing it
the distance factor is defined as follows:
D=

(Dr + (Drj − ωDj ))
R

The Link Quality factor (LQ): is a function of the signal
quality (SQ), the channel quality (CQ) and the collision probability (CP ). It is defined using the following formula;
LQ = ωQ SQ + (1 − ωQ )(1 − CP )CQ

if (Dj ≥ 0)

Where ωQ is a weight for the link quality, and is between 0.5
and 1. This is to emphasise that SQ has more impact on the
quality of the link than CQ and CP .

Where ω is a weight included between 1 and 2. With this
assignment function, the vehicle crossing the junction has
the highest distance factor, and as it gets farther from it,
the distance factor decreases. If the vehicle didn’t reach
the next junction yet, then the distance factor is assigned
as follows:
D=

(Dr + (Drj − (2 − ω)Dj ))
R

First
retransmission

• The signal quality: is set based on the received signal
strength taking into account the Signal to Noise Ratio
(SNR) and the relative velocity (to cope with the Doppler
effect [18]). First the received signal strength is set to a
value S bounded by 1.

if (Dj < 0)
8

Figure 6: The Distance Factor variation vs. the position of the receivers with regard to the junction’s location (n = 4)

Algorithm 2 Next Forwarder Selection Algorithm
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:

(

if (Emergency msg received from app. layer) then
Include current position;
Initiate CSMA/CA Backoff scheme;
Broadcast App Emergency msg;
end if
if (Emergency msg1 received from Radio Ch.) then
if (Already in the queue) then
Discard msg1 ;
else
Include Current Position & Next Road Segments;
Compute RCP Retransmission Probability;
Initiate RCP backoff scheme;
if (Emergency msg2 received from radio Ch.) then
if (msg2 == msg1 ) then
Discard (Drop off retransmission);
else
Broadcast Radio Emergency msg1 ;
Goto Line 10;
end if
else
Broadcast Radio Emergency msg1 ;
end if
end if
end if

S=

0

if RSS < RSSth

RSS
min( RSS
, 1)
max

if RSS ≥ RSSth

Where RSS is the received signal strength and RSSth is
a threshold below which the received signal is considered
too weak. Then, the signal quality is calculated as follows:
(
max(0, S × (1 − SN1 R ) × (1 − V )) if SN R > 0
SQ =
S
otherwise
such that the SN R value is the ratio between the signal
power and the noise intensity; it is calculated as follows:
P owersignal
P owernoise
and V is the ratio of the relative velocity between the
sender and the potential next hop, to the maximum velocity in urban areas (Vmax = 100 km/h). This latter is the
ratio between the relative velocity and the maximum allowed velocity in city scenarios. It is calculated as follows:
Vrelative
Vmax
9

• The successful transmission rate is a good indicator for
the channel quality as it gives an accurate assessment of
the healthiness of the radio channel. It is calculated as
follows:
(
CQ =

N ST
N OP

if N OT > 0

0

otherwise

J

Where N ST and N OT refer to the Number of Successful
and Overall Transmissions during the last time window1 ,
respectively.

Figure 7: The distance factor parameters as a metric for the next forwarder
selection

representative models for vehicular communications. These radio communications are not easy to model especially in urban
areas where shadowing and fading effects have severe impact
on the performance of the communications. In fact, it is shown
in [19] that the Two Ray Ground propagation model, used in
most of the literature solutions, is not suitable for inter vehicle
communication simulations.
Corner, is a channel model that addresses the non-line of
sight problem, observed in city based scenarios, by classifying vehicles based on their positions on the road and the number of corners separating them. The evaluation results of this
model show a very high level of accuracy. We refer the reader
to [20] and [21] for more specifications about this model. For
our simulations, we used an enhanced version of Corner [21],
which considers the multi path fading in addition to the shadowing caused by buildings. We ported the Enhanced Corner from
OMNet++4 simulator, where it was originally implemented by
the authors, and adapted it to NS-3 for our simulation.
The mobility of vehicles is another crucial element that plays
a key role in the overall performance of any VANET protocol
or application. We used SUMO5 , a traffic simulator, to generate
the traffic demand on real road networks imported from Open
Street Map. We also used HINTS [22], a platform that allows
SUMO and NS-3 to run simultaneously and exchange information relative to the mobility of vehicles. The complete list of
simulation parameters is given in Table I.

• The channel occupancy is the parameter we chose for the
collision probability indication. It is calculated as follows:
CP =

CO
TW

Where CO is the Channel Occupancy time and T W is the
last time window during which, CP is calculated.
The different steps involved in the process of selecting the next
forwarder of an emergency message are summarised in the Algorithm 2.
5. Performance evaluation
In this section, we aim to demonstrate the efficiency of each
of the sub-layers composing RCP, namely, the forwarding and
the RoI definition mechanisms respectively. The performance
evaluation is carried out in two steps: First, we show the gain
obtained from using the RCP forwarding mechanism by comparing it to two well known schemes: (i) a simple flooding
scheme where each receiver vehicle in the network rebroadcasts
the safety message; and (ii) a distance based scheme where
only the furthest receiver of a safety message is selected to be
the next forwarder. To represent the road network, we chose
a 4km2 Manhattan Grid with a 500 meters distance between
intersections. Next, we show the benefits of the RoI definition and its accuracy using RCP. We compare it to the general
assumption in the literature, which is a circular RoI. Two scenarios of two different road patterns were tested (road maps
imported from OpenStreetMap2 ) for this second part of simulations. They consists in a 2 km2 Manhattan Grid road portion
(Figure 8(b)), and a 1 km2 portion of the city of Algiers, Algeria (Figure 8(a)).

5.2. Forwarding mechanism evaluation
To prove the efficiency of the RCP forwarding mechanism
against the two above-mentioned schemes namely, the flooding
and the distance based approaches, we disabled the RoI definition and set our protocol to reach the maximum number of
vehicles (in accordance with the two other schemes). The evaluation metrics considered are (i) the Packet Delivery Ratio, (ii)
the End-to-End Delay and (iii) the communication Overhead.
We ran the simulation for 1200 seconds under various vehicles
densities ranging from 75 to 375 vehicles per km2 .
The Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR), illustrated in Figure 9(a) is
obtained by calculating the ratio between the number of transmitted packets and the number of received packets. At a density
of 75 vehicles per km2 , we observed 96% of successful transmissions for the RCP against 70% and 60% for the distance

5.1. Simulation setting
To prove the efficiency of our forwarding mechanism and
RoI definition and their effectiveness, we implemented and
tested RCP using the NS-33 simulator with IEEE802.11p enabled. We took special care of selecting the most realistic and
1 N ST and N OT are calculated over a floating time window T W , fixed
in length.
2 http://www.openstreetmap.org
3 http://www.nsnam.org

4 http://www.omnetpp.org
5 http://www.sourceforge.sumo.org
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(a) Algiers map

(b) Manhattan grid

Figure 8: A road map portion of (a) the city of Algiers and (b) Manhattan, New York, converted to SUMO format and used in the simulations

Table 2: Simulation parameters

Physical Layer

Link Layer

Link Layer
(RCP MAC)

Transport Layer
(RCP ROI)
Scenario

Frequency band
Bandwidth
Transmission range
Tx Power
Receiver sensitivity
Noise level
Bit rate
CW
Time slot
ω (Distance Factor)
Time window
RSSth
Vmax
ωQ (Send Probability)
δ (Waiting Time)
GP SRT
DriverRT
Agemax
Directions
Data message size
Broadcast frequency

With 1 millisecond difference at a density of 75 vehicles, the
gap shrinks and the two approaches show a similar E2E delay
of 12 milliseconds at a density of 375 vehicles. This value decreases and stabilises for the flooding approach, at a density of
225 vehicles per km2 . This is due to the same reasons highlighted above (PDR discussion) since the packets will travel
less and less distances from the source because of higher packet
loss. Note that we are far from the 100 milliseconds delay limit
requirement, defined in [23] for safety messages dissemination.
The overhead, depicted in Figure 9(c), is represented by the
overall amount of data in bytes inserted in the network. While
the flooding scheme congests the communication network with
less accuracy in terms of PDR and E2E delay, we observed
very similar amounts of data inserted in the network for RCP
and the distance based schemes from densities between 75 and
275 vehicles per km2 . By selecting multiple forwarders on different road segments, we took the risk of overloading the network compared to a distance-based scheme where only one forwarder is selected. But we compensate this with the accuracy
of our transmissions. In other words, our scheme needs approximately one packet per retransmission while the distance-based
approach requires nearly two packets per retransmission (see
the Packet Delivery Ratios in Figure 9(a)). We also notice that
beyond 275 vehicles per km2 the overhead stabilises for RCP.
This is mainly because at a certain level of congestion (vehicles
density), the protocol does not need more retransmissions to
reach all the vehicles in the network, but reaches more vehicles
in each retransmission instead.
In urban scenarios, the concentration of vehicles is often noticed at intersections. Giving more retransmission priority for
vehicles close to intersections allows not only to reach more
vehicles on adjacent roads to the source, but also ensures that
there is always at least one vehicle to further forward the message. To cope with the highly congested scenarios, we solved
the problem of simultaneous transmissions of vehicles having
the same retransmission probability (i.e. same distance factor
with the same link quality factor) by adding a random value in
microseconds to the waiting time of vehicles before retransmitting. This value is large enough for one message to propagate
through the medium and reach the neighbours, but smaller than
one time slot to avoid overlapping transmissions with vehicles

5.9 GHz
10 MHz
260 m
19.03 dBm
-45 dBm
-105 dBm
6 Mbits/s
[15, 1023]
13 µs
1.5
10sec
-40 dBm
100 km/h
0.5
[1, 11] µs
1sec
3sec
100 milliseconds
{In, Out, Both}
100 bytes
1Hz

based and the flooding schemes, respectively. Moreover, this
number drops with the increase of vehicles density in these two
approaches, while it remains stable for the RCP scheme (between 96% and 98% of successful transmissions). We also notice that at a density level of 225 vehicles, the PDR for the flooding stabilises as a consequence of the large number of failed
transmissions in this scheme. In fact, at a very high density
level, the number of collisions increases exponentially. This
retrains the progress of the packets, and consequently the information will reach closer vehicles only (at a limited number of
hops from the source).
The End-to-End (E2E) Delay shown in Figure 9(b) is the
time in milliseconds, needed for a packet sent by the source to
cross the network and reach its final receiver. Even though the
distance-based approach was designed to promote the progress
of the packet to its destination, RCP does not perform worse.
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Figure 9: Impact of vehicles density on the efficiency of the forwarding mechanism of safety messages: RCP vs. distance based forwarding and flooding

of the road segments; the crashed vehicle broadcasts a warning message (i.e. safety message) with a frequency of 1Hz.
The diameter of the circular RoI is set to 500 meters around
the accident location. We ran the simulations for 600sec under
varying vehicle densities.
The ratio of extra receivers is calculated with the following
formula:
P
extra recv
P
recv ideal
While the ratio of the missed vehicles is calculated as follows:
P
miss veh
P
recv ideal
P
such that
recvPideal refers to the total number of receivers
in the
ideal
case,
miss veh is the number of missed vehicles
P
and extra recv represents the number of extra receivers.
The results for the Manhattan grid scenario show that the two
approaches perform perfectly well and show 0% of missed vehicles (i.e. no vehicle inside the RoI is missed for both RCP and
Circular cases). This is due to relatively small RoIs in this case,
compared with the second scenario’s RoI (up to one kilometre
long). In fact, two hops are sufficient to cover the entire RoI
since one road segment in Manhattan is approximately 250 meters long, and a bidirectional antenna can reach up to twice the

having a one-slot-higher waiting time.
5.3. RoI definition evaluation
To show the gain we obtain when applying our RoI definition
technique, we compared it to a circular RoI using the RCP forwarding mechanism for both schemes. We run the simulations
for two different road topologies: 2 km2 of the well known
Manhattan grid map, shown in Figure 8(b); and a 1 km2 more
complex road network representative of an old city, shown in
Figure 8(a). The metrics used for the evaluation are based on
the numbers of missed vehicles and extra receivers. Missed vehicles are vehicles inside the RoI (which need the information
carried by the safety message) but will not receive it. The extra
receivers are vehicles outside the RoI (which do not need the
safety message) but will receive it anyway. We call the ideal
case, the scenario where all the vehicles inside the RoI receive
the safety message with no extra receivers (0% of missed vehicles and 0% of extra receivers). We obtained the values of the
ideal case by retrieving the occupancy of each road inside the
RoI.
The metrics considered are (i) the accuracy of the RoI definition, (ii) the ratios of extra receivers and missed vehicles,
(iii) the overall number of receiver vehicles, and (iv) the deviation from the ideal case. We have simulated an accident on one
12

transmission range which is estimated to 260 meters in city environments (according to the empirical measures done in [27]).
The graph is not shown for the sake of brevity.
While the circular RoI performs perfectly and as good as the
RCP RoI in the Manhattan grid scenario in terms of missed
vehicles, it performs much worse in a more complex and asymmetric road topology. Figure 11 shows up to 50% of missed vehicles for the circular RoI case against 7% of missed receivers
in low densities (worst case scenario).
On the other hand, the RCP RoI performs much better than
the circular RoI in different road patterns (both scenarios) in
terms of extra receivers. Figure 12 shows the substantial gain
that we obtain from using the RCP RoI with 12(a) for the Manhattan Grid scenario and 12(b) for Algiers Scenario. These results show for the Manhattan grid scenario up to 112% of extra
receivers for the circular RoI against 14% as a maximum for the
RCP RoI; and for Algiers map scenario, up to 140% of extra receivers in the circular RoI scheme against 11% as a maximum
in the RCP RoI scheme.
The overall number of received messages in the network, as
illustrated in Figure 13, shows the overhead caused by the out
of scope transmissions represented by the number of received
messages with 13(a) for Manhattan Grid scenario and 13(b) for
Algiers map scenario. We compared the RCP and the circular
RoI schemes with the ideal case and the results show a significant advantage of the RCP scheme over the circular RoI with
a negligible overhead for the first one compared to the ideal
scheme and up to 100% of overhead for the second one in both
road patterns.
The accuracy of the RoI definition, shown in Figure 10, is
obtained with the following formula:
P
P
recv ideal − miss veh
P
recv ideal

Figure 14(a), representing the deviation for the Manhattan
grid scenario, reveals the supremacy of RCP RoI compared to
the circular RoI, with a deviation of up to 112% in this latter
against 15% only in the former’s worst case (i.e. density of
100 vehicles). As for the Algiers map scenario represented in
Figure 14(b), the results show even larger gap with a deviation
of 195% for the circular RoI against 14% only for the RCP RoI
at the highest density of 100 vehicles per km2 .
To conclude, we can say that we achieved a twofold goal using the RCP RoI: the first one being the accurate definition of
this geographical area. Thanks to this, more vehicles that need
an incident’s emergency message are reached. This is a crucial
condition in a critical system that aims at enhancing the safety
of the road users. The second achievement is reducing the overhead on the radio channel allowing more data to be carried by
a VANET. This is also a very important issue; mainly because
of the large spectrum of safety applications expected to be deployed and the limited bandwidth dedicated to this end.
6. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we presented the Road Casting Protocol (RCP),
a cross layer dissemination protocol for safety messages in citybased VANETs scenarios. Our goal to alleviate the load on the
network of vehicles was achieved by designing a distributed algorithm for an accurate Region of Interest (RoI) definition. An
efficient forwarding mechanism was also designed to guarantee a high level of reachability and a short dissemination delay, in accordance with VANETs safety applications’ requirements. Simulations were conducted using realistic channel and
mobility models. The obtained results have proven the efficiency of our protocol and highlighted the substantial benefits
that VANETs can gain when using it. First, we have evaluated
the forwarding mechanism of our protocol separately to justify
our design choice; then, the entire protocol was evaluated and
compared with the most common approach in the literature. Future works will focus on designing novel approaches to enable
accurate definition of the RoI applicable for other application
classes with different requirements.

Using this definition of the accuracy, both the circular RoI
and the RCP RoI would have the highest values in the Manhattan grid scenario as the ratio of missed vehicles is 0% for both
schemes. The graph representing the accuracy for the Manhattan grid scenario is not shown for the sake of brevity as both
schemes show 100% of accuracy. On the other hand, the asymmetric road pattern shows a substantial difference between the
two schemes as the RCP RoI performs much better than a circular RoI in terms of accuracy. At a density of 25 vehicles,
the RCP shows an accuracy of more than 92% while the Circular RoI definition achieves approximately 70% of accuracy. In
addition to this, while the Circular RoI accuracy decreases in
more dense networks, the RCP RoI accuracy gets better.
Finally, to give a better representation of our results obtained
from the two different scenarios with two different road patterns, we introduce the deviation metric (Figure 14) as the percentage of which, each scheme deflects from the ideal case. In
other words, the amount of diversion of each scheme from the
ideal case. The deviation values shown in Figure 14 were obtained using the following formula:
P
P
P
recv ideal − ( miss veh + extra recv)
P
100 −
recv ideal
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